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Abstract. In this paper we develop a model to estimate and analyze consumer
preferences and satisfaction from public transportation services. Unlike many
other studies in this area, our approach is based on use of big data from multiple
sources and allows to achieve continuous and precise estimation of consumer
behavior. These results can be used then to adjust parameters of the transportation
plans, schedules and asset allocation. We build the model with available data
from INNOAIR project in Sofia.
Keywords: big data analytics, consumer behavior, customer satisfaction.
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Introduction and methodology

1.1

Literature review

The European Standard classified quality criteria of service in public passenger
transport into the categories of: availability, accessibility, information, journey time,
customer care, comfort, safety and environmental impact ( [1]).
There are a large set of service quality attributes. Examples can be given as network
design, service supply and reliability, comfort, fare, information, safety, relationship
with personnel, customer preservation, environmental protection, quality of exterior,
but there is the necessity to quantify the importance of each one as each of them has a
different weight ( [2]). Also, demographic characteristics play a direct role on perceived
service quality ( [3]).
There are many service quality measure techniques and the evaluation can be done
by customers satisfaction, expectation of the customer for statistical analysis, indexes
for measuring or linear and non-linear models. A popular one is SERVQUAL a 22-item
instrument for assessing customer perceptions in service and relating organizations,
where tangibles, reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy are the dimensions
that has an impact on consumers evaluate service quality ( [4]). The alternative of
SERVQUAL as SERVPERF which is a performance-based measure ( [5]).
Customer Satisfaction Index points out to customization and customer expectations
and pays attention to the fact of quality than the price for customer satisfaction ( [6]).
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There are also linear and non-linear models as structural equation model (SEM) which
has become one of the most applicable methods in public transport ( [7]). Generally
service quality measures for public transport are dependent on the perception and expectations of the customer.
1.2

Analytical framework

Consumer behavior is a very broad topic and can be addressed from different points
of view. We adhere to the definition that consumer behavior is the study of how people
decide on taking actions that satisfy their needs, wishes and desires.
It should be noted that this definition refers to a broader set of options than just
making purchases or spending money. For the purpose of INNOAIR1 project, it is justified to address also actions that do not result in immediate economic spending, due to
the fact that public transportation plays a very special role in providing services and
support for different social groups.
In accordance with the definition of passenger behavior, used in previous reports,
that “A passenger behavior is the way that passenger think, feel, reason, make judgement and select different products and services, directly related to their travel.” we
only select consumer behavior aspects related to public transportation:
 Public transportation and the potential of establishing a green on-demand
transportation system.
 Congestion and load on the city road infrastructure.
 Air pollution and emissions in different urban areas.
 Attitude toward public transportation.

All these items have direct impact on the quality of service (QoS) of the public transportation. Only two levels of headings should be numbered. Lower level headings remain unnumbered; they are formatted as run-in headings.
The aim of this study is to distinguish passenger segments with similar behavior, and
to identify the public transport they tend to use, and thus to characterize their preference
patterns.
Based on previous studies on understanding passenger patterns in different countries
and on different occasions, the most important characteristics that distinguish passenger
behavior have been determined. The passenger profile is a significant determinant.
which lays in the overall behavior, e.g. consumer needs, motives/preferences, attitudes
and expectations. After interlinking these variables, we will be able to obtain in-depth
understanding of passenger insights and thus to design an empirical model. The study
will be focused on the average traveler in the piloting residential districts of Manastirski
Livadi and Buxton in Sofia. Different scenarios will be drawn, and appropriate recommendations on adapting "innovative green mobility solutions" to traveler’s behavior
will be elaborated.
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In order to capture different points of view on consumer behavior, we have conducted a brainstorming session with the aim to build a mind map of the targeted issue
and potential ways to solve it. To make sure that sufficient diversity in expertise involved is indeed present, Table 1 provides a summary of special areas of knowledge
present in the discussion.
Table 1. Experts involved in the mind mapping and brainstorming session.

Experts
Marketing
Economics
Urban development
Software development
Public transportation services

Details and remarks
Inputs on standard methods used for marketing study
of consumer behavior.
Inputs on economic and financial aspects of consumer
behavior and metrics available to assess them.
Inputs on contemporary aspects of urban development
as well as on metrics available to clarify existing challenges.
Inputs on technical solutions and required data to estimate and track down selected metrics.
Inputs on viability of suggested metrics and mapping to
already collected information for public transportation
system

Three major areas of interest have been identified with regard to consumer
behavior, in the context of INNOAIR project goals:
 Consumer characteristics and profiling.
Consumer characteristics and segmentation goal follows well-defined and commonly used methods and inputs to analyze passenger choices and spending. In addition
to traditional tools and features used to study customer decisions, we suggest applying
state-of-the-art machine learning methods to improve segmentation results and handle
special cases (e.g. outliers).


Technical aspects.

Technical aspects of the output aim at finding the most relevant and precise sources
of data. While it is often sufficient to conduct representative surveys of consumer preferences, such an approach is limited in terms of providing adequate real-time information. For the purpose of accuracy, it is better to combine different sources of information and merge survey results with objective and real-time feeds like fleet management data, anonymized mobile network load and coverage information and ticket sales.


Implementation details.

Implementation details refers to the use of appropriate technologies and employing
open source packages in order to achieve sustainable and economically sound effect.
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This part follows from the previous two and despite playing supportive role, it is important to make sure that implementation can fulfill all required actions and process
inputs in a timely and accurate manner. Apart from concerns regarding data analysis, it
is of great importance to ensure that different sources can be used together and can be
addressed in a uniform way. Due to the fact that inputs often come from separate organizations, with different level of technical readiness and degree of process automation, being able to integrate all existing solutions with ease is crucial.
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Data inputs and theoretical background

2.1

Demographic characteristics

For appropriate consumer profiling, and based on analysis of previous research on
public transport in different countries, ( [8], [9], [10]) the following key demographic
features have been selected: age structure, household size, occupation, personal income,
education, vehicle availability.
Age structure of the passenger profile represents types of activities according to
the life cycle stages. According to the set-up purposes the passengers are grouped as
follows: 15-24, 25-29, 30-40, 41-50, 51-64, and 64+. By 2021 the population of Sofia
is 1 307 439 people, and most of them are between 20-64 years old (825 370 people) (
[11]), the population projection for Sofia for 2025 is to reach 1 350 054 people [12],
while the projected age dependency ratio for Sofia for 2025 is 48.84 while for Bulgaria
it is 59.26 ( [13]). Age as a factor provides the opportunity to divide life-cycle stages
into: education, work, and retirement, and to describe the contrast between the financial
opportunities, passenger preferences, and to reveal more precisely the purposes and
frequencies of traveling. This division also specifies the travel purpose, the presence of
an additional passenger, car ownership, the ability to use alternative modes of travel.
Generation differences have also a significant role on passenger preferences. There is
a new trend as slow mobility especially among ageing population and interest in modern, healthy, technological and green mobility among the younger ones.
Household size is used as main indicator for the ownership and dependency on
personal cars, as it shows the number of working members of the household and appears
to explain the choice of different types of transport. The average household size is decreasing and in 2020 both for the European Union and Bulgaria was 2.3 people per
household ( [14]). The tendency for the number of cars per household is increasing, but
the last findings display a decrease in the stock of vehicles in Bulgaria from 3 667 787
in 2015 to 3 339 725 in 2019 [15]. Meanwhile, in Sofia the number of cars is increasing,
there are 663 cars per 1000 inhabitants in 2020 ( [16]). For the purposes of the research,
the household size will be divided into the next groups: a single person, two-person
household, three-person household, four-person household, and more, in order to describe the socio-economic groups and their transport preferences.
Occupation of the passenger modifies the time preferences, type of transport, frequency, and also the ticket type as it describes the regular and habitual activities. Occupation options include the next categories: full or part-time employee (managers;
professional technicians and associate professionals; clerical support workers and
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armed forces occupations; agricultural, craft and related trades, service and sales workers, machine operators, and assemblers) unemployed person, pupil, student, housewife,
and retiree. The availability of public transport and the time-lasting of traveling are
among the key factors for accepting a job offer. The passenger occupation profile is an
indicator and prerequisite to schedule the public transport route ( [17]).
Personal income is used to shape the social demographic structure and is an evidence for special fare usage and car ownership ratio. The structuring of the attitude
towards public transport and accordingly passenger preferences, depends on the income
range. The passenger belonging to the low, middle, and high-income group will have
explanatory value for his habits and attitudes. As a common belief, bus riders rather
belong to the lower-income group than the passengers of metropolitan. In Sofia, there
is a significant difference between the percentage of metropolitan use between 2011
(9.7 %) and 2020 (24.3 %) ( [16]). The passenger income prevails the preference between owning a private car, using public transport or using other free transport types as
walking or cycling, and moreover, it motivates the passenger willingness to pay for
better quality.
Education level is another main demographic shaping the consumer profile related
to the average habitant level. The groups are outlined as: Bachelor level or higher, high
school, less than high school education, secondary school. Generally, metropolitan riders are considered as more educated than bus riders. Furthermore, the general aim of
the public transport usage is to make it preferable mainly for students and pupils. A
distinguishing feature of pupils is that they travel mainly to school and typically travel
at a shorter distance. Education level has to be considered for the recommendations
seeking to change the general attitudes.
Vehicle availability in the household also effects the passenger preferences of
public transport. The increasing level of car ownership is in the basis of the infrastructure and traffic problems. Dependency on own car is influenced by the changing life
style and the generation differences.
2.2

Behavioral characteristics

Although previous research results estimate trip purpose, the age and duration as
major factors, other ones, including psychological factors, underline flexibility, safety,
comfort and environmental concerns as central factors ( [18]). In this research passenger profiling implies particular transportation features as frequency and reasons for
public transport use, types of sources of information, access method ( [8], [19])
- Important aspect of the frequency of using public transport is to make contrast
between routine commute behaviors and random on-occasion transport demand.
- The reasons for using public transport as explanatory for behavioral motives
to design a need or preference base model can be found in: saving money and
time, avoiding traffic, environmental concerns, convenience.
- Access mode to reach the bus stop indicates if the riders walk, drive, bike or
use another transit.
- The travel routine of passengers is described by trip the duration and trip road.
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2.3

Information sources are important to predict the pre-travel planning behavior
of passengers. Real Time Passenger Information is one of the facilitating systems, pre-travel information has also positive psychological effect on the passengers ( [20]).
Social class and lifestyle

Transport practices are ranked among the most habitual behaviors and the older
generations are supposed to adhere to car ownership and valuing the old pattern of “car
pride” as using car as a symbol of status and prestige and the drivers are not reluctant
to prefer public transport ( [21]). Yet in EU the belief is that youngest generations will
be more interested in technological gadgets and social networks rather than owning car
( [9]). Ultimately there is tendency of using the alternative technological and green
mobility in urban areas with regard to healthier and sporty lifestyles and increasing
health and environmental awareness. The outdated pattern that the public transport is
used by lower income group is challenged by generation lifestyle change and use of
metro.
Although the existing interdependence between the quality of public transport and
income level of passenger, the image campaign, adequate guidance, and information
systems play a significant role in changing this pattern ( [22]). Our previous passenger
behavior analysis report put the major goals to identify needs for public transportation
as adaptive schedule and bus lanes, fixed lanes optimization and bus stop location optimization; traffic lights and special rules for public transportation vehicles. This improvement in public transport quality would attract the higher income population with
definite requirements.
2.4

Behavioral determinants (passenger insights)

For the purpose of the analysis we use several variables that determine passenger
behavior, such as: consumer needs, motives and preferences, attitudes and expectations.
Based on the consumer insight approach, and according to the specifics of the distinguished segments we aim to reveal the personal drivers for a concrete behavior.
Needs and motives
In the last years the lifestyle patterns have substantially changed, generating diversified travel needs. People become more concerned about the implications from
transport congestion and pollution. The now-a-day consumers tend to be more sensitive
to their personal and family health-being, social welfare and ecological issues. Thus,
the implementation of holistic behavioral approaches, satisfying new-consumer demands, and gaining social, economic and ecological benefits is getting more and more
insistent.
According to the existing requisites the needs can be evaluated as utilitarian or
hedonic, Under the utilitarian need lays the desire to achieve practical (functional) ben-
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efits, e.g. to sustain innovative mobility solutions, to contribute to the city carbon reduction, to save money, to obtain a quick access to a definite place/point, to avoid traffic
conjunction, to care about personal or family’s health, etc.; The hedonic needs refer to
the emotional striving, e.g. to enjoy the travel, to share the experience of travel with
other passengers, to be eco-friendly, to demonstrate a typical lifestyle or social class
affiliation, to have personal sentiments to the district/city as a resident or as a place of
birth, etc.
In the usual case the consumer need contains both utilitarian and hedonic features,
and it can be satisfied in different ways, as the personal choice depends on a specific
set of experiences and personal characteristics (demographic, social or cultural, for example the cultural values he has been raised). Hence, the traveler will perform his
choice, driven by his want to satisfy a certain need, to attain a concrete goal. To be more
precise, we also have to consider the concrete reason for a travel: how it performed on a regular basis as traveling from home to work/school, or on a specific occasion –
to visit friends, to sport, to go for a sight-seeing or amusement, etc. The traveler’s occasion will influence the frequency of using different modes of transport – public, private, alternative, etc., and a combination between them.
In order to enhance the public transport use, we need to know the motives that
drive passenger behavior, on one hand, and the barriers that prevent him. Table 2 provides a summary of some important motivating and de-motivating factors that influence
the decision whether and how to make use of available public transportation system.
We have paid more attention to the barriers as most of them are easier to quantify and
assess.
Table 2. Motivations and barriers to public transport use (Source: [23])
Motivations
Better service
Be certain that the timetables are
performed
Direct transport from home to work
More information available and
easy to understand
Save money
Not having a parking space
More comfort and air-conditioning
on vehicles
Contribute to a better environment

Barriers
Not having alternative to car
Lack of direct transport
Lack of availability of buses
Long travel time
Buses’ unreliability
Do not known what to expect
Need for multiple journeys
Poor information
Not frequent enough
Bus stop too far
Buses are smelly and crowded
Feeling of personal insecurity
Having to use more than one
transport
Bad waiting conditions
Negative feeling towards public
transport
Habit of driving
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Preferences
The choice of transport is influenced by several factors, such as individual characteristics and lifestyle, the type of journey, the perceived service performance of each
transport mode and situational variables ( [23]).
Nowadays people perform a private car dependence, not only as a mode of travel,
but also to express their social status and hedonic desires, such as feelings of sensation,
power, freedom, status and superiority ( [24]). In order to make a shift from private cars
to other travel modes, they need alternatives, to be convinced in their benefits and corresponding to their personal values and lifestyle. Moreover, innovations in improving
the quality of public transport will satisfy the specific traveler’ needs and sustain a
modern urban transportation system.
Regarding the type of mode, a passenger could choose among 4 options of public
transport in Sofia: bus, trolleybus, tram and metro lines. Additional options as taxi,
shuttle and electric scooters could be used as well. In order to perform their choice,
passengers evaluate the characteristics of the different modes, make their preferences
and actually their choices.
Some of the most significant transport characteristics that determine passenger
preferences and choice, and influence his satisfaction are the following:
- Convenience;
- Safety;
- Connectivity;
- Reliability;
- Service quality;
- Fastness;
- Information-equipped.
All these choice determinants can be integrated by implementing modern transport
systems with improved traffic management. Specific solutions as introduction optimization routes and bus schedules, new eco-bus lines, creation of bus only lanes, innovations and incentives for passengers, digitalization of passenger tickets, etc. may sustain
the passenger modern needs and desires.
As long as there are many alternatives, bonded with appropriate information, a
passenger will be more facilitated and convinced in his decision. In order to boost this
process targeted information campaigns in social media could promote the benefits of
sustainable travel modes as eco-friendly, as easily accessible and reliable.
Attitudes
Beliefs and attitudes lay in the entire process of consumer decision making. They
are determined by (1) the existing knowledge from the obtained information and gained
experience, (2) the emotions evoked by the explored situation, and (3) the beliefs related to the concrete object. The mutual performance of the three variables, as: cognition, affect and behavior, determine the consumer/passenger attitude, by which we
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could predict the forthcoming reaction. In the ABC model Michael Solomon ( [25])
explains the relative impact of the three components as hierarchy of effects, where each
hierarchy specifies that a fixed sequence of steps occurs on the route to attitude, e. g.
an attitude based on cognitive information process, an attitude based on behavioral
learning process. and an attitude based on hedonic consumption. In other words, passenger behavior could be predicted when the attitudes are evaluated as an output of the
hierarchical process of the effects. In this way two scenarios could be performed: (1)
beliefs-affect-behavior, or (2) beliefs-behavior-affect. In the first case consumer is motivated to search for a lot of information and carefully evaluates the offered alternatives,
and thus comes to a thoughtful decision. In the second case a passenger may not be
particularly informed/knowledgeable about the different transport options and public
modes, then he may have an emotional response. In this hierarchy a person does not
initially have a strong preference for one over another alternative. Even more, when a
passenger has “bonds” with a certain transport mode over time, he is not easily persuaded to experiment with other options. Additionally, we have to consider the passenger motives (rational and emotional), the existing knowledge and previous experience
to model his attitudes towards the different travel options (public and private) and the
different public travel modes. In order to make consumers more involved and conscious
about their decision making, the marketing stimuli, affecting the whole process, have
to be addressed properly and adequately. Taking in mind that attitudes are time-lasting,
a special focus should be given on the communication set of tools, influencing cognitional learning rather than behavioral learning.
Considering the Expectancy-Value Attitude model (multi-attribute attitude
model), the passenger attitude towards the different modes of public transport might be
determined by scaling two factors: salient beliefs about the values possessed and their
evaluation ( 𝐴 = ∑ .. 𝑏𝑒 ). The personal evaluation might regard a certain
transport mode in general, as it consists of particular evaluation of the demanded characteristics.
Expectations and satisfaction
Usually, passenger satisfaction is conceptualized as a function of the gap between
expected and experienced service delivered. Travel satisfaction in transportation research has been predominantly measured as a function of objective or subjective attribute levels ( [26]).
The discrepancy between expected and experienced service, as: waiting time, invehicle time, perceived service quality, as well as the passenger personality, socio-demographic and behavioral characteristics might have a significant influence on the level
of satisfaction. Loyalty to public transport, price affordability, seat availability, in-vehicle environment, enjoyment mood, etc. lead to higher ratings of trip stage satisfaction.
Some studies of trip satisfaction found that gender has no significant effect on satisfaction with public transport services ( [27], [28]), others ( [26]) in reverse state that satisfaction ratings of men are higher than satisfaction ratings of women.
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2.5

Technical aspects (external input)

There are multiple data sources that can be used to analyze passenger behavior and
use of public transportation system. But not all of them are equally important and useful. In order to find the balance between usability, accessibility and information value,
we have separated different options with regard to:
 type of data inputs (numerical, categorical and nominal);
Giving preference to numerical inputs allows us to apply wide variety of analytical
tools and provide more accurate and timely forecasts, conclusions and recommendations. While some sources are by virtue either categorical or nominal, we have tried in
our report to focus on numeric sources and extract as much useful details as possible.
 frequency of new data that is made available;
Making strategic decisions takes time and preparations. Yet there are some daily
changes that have to be made and that require to have information quickly, or its value
will simply fade away before its even taken into consideration. In order to support both
strategic and tactical decisions, our consumer behavior analysis approach relies on data
inputs that arrive at different frequency – from real-time data of movements and fleet
positions, to periodic surveys that take several weeks to complete and process.
 accessibility and control of municipal authorities on the quality of methodology of data collection.
Accessibility of data is a twofold issue – it depends on both legal and practical
factors. For example, tracking movement of people is a very valuable input, but on the
other hand it violates their privacy and intrinsic human rights. To eliminate issues with
GDPR and access to sensitive information, in our study we rely on anonymized and
pre-processed information that prevents identifying any individual based on the collected data.
With regard to practical concerns, we choose inputs that cannot be manipulated,
have negligible margin for error (mostly due to the fact that they are automatically generated and do not require human intervention) and that can be reproduced and verified.
The last two characteristics are of particular important in order to make sure that obtained results are valid and sustainable.
Table 3 contains a detailed list of inputs from the following categories:
o mobile network data;
Mobile network data is not freely available and requires close cooperation with mobile service providers. Use of anonymized or preprocessed information on the other
hand makes it much easier to cope with legal restrictions and avoid violation of individual rights. To minimize the investment of time and resources on mobile providers’
side, we plan to use information on density of users and summary of movements in
specific areas, that are relevant to INNOAIR scope.
o ticketing system data;
Ticketing system data is already available and used to estimate revenues and cash
flows. In our case it’s more important to figure out relative weight of different products
(ticket and prepaid travel cards), rather than the absolute amounts. With the introduction
of electronic ticketing and check-in system, required inputs are readily available and
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can be provided with minimal efforts. To analyze the consumer behavior, it is required
to have only timing and general information, thus avoiding potential conflicts with
GPDR and use of personal data.
o mobile application statistics;
Mobile application inputs are focused on INNOAIR experimental services and green
transportation. Therefore, its relevance is extremely high. Mobile application offers a
direct channel of communication with passengers that rely on the service, can rate it
and give suggestions on how to improve the quality of offered services. Our goal is to
use this data with gradually putting more weight on it, as the number of application
users increases.
o traffic and transportation control data.
Traffic and transportation control data is crucial to mapping available resources to
demanded services and improving customer satisfaction. This information serves analytical purposes and supports decision making process. In our model, traffic and transportation data is first used to assess current situation and compare it with user expectations. As gradually new services start to gain popularity, estimate that its role will be
primarily as a support tool when changes have to be made to meet new requirements
and consumer needs.
Table 3. Data inputs and sources.
Data input
Anonymized position
Speed of movement
Time of appearance
Transportation cards

Tickets
sold/checked-in

Number of requests
Frequency of use

Description
Mobile network inputs
Used for heat maps and summarized tracking of movement
in different hour zones.
Used for rough estimates and classification of means of
transportation
Entry and exit time, calculated from available movement
data as proxy of transportation use and load estimates.
Ticketing system inputs
Used to track down established route and sustainable interest
in particular lines or areas of transportation. Inputs regarding
sales of transportation cards are important not just for economic planning and financial forecasting, but also for separating long-term interest in particular routes.
Tickets sold and/or checked-in can be used to track down in
real-time the load of transportation network. It can be used
for adaptive scheduling and planning of resource allocation.
This information is also very interesting with regard to traffic
control and pollution monitoring.
Mobile application statistics
In addition to number of requests (which is used to heat map
the activity and user needs at given time), the distribution of
these requests is very useful in resource optimization.
Used as a proxy for customer satisfaction and segmentation
of frequent/devoted users of the services offered.
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Feedback and quality study

While this is a voluntary input (not obligatory to rate the service and application) and it provides an assessment of the
complete service, quality feedback is a very strong (though
irregular) input.
Traffic and transportation control center
Schedules
Fixed schedules are used to compare demand for transportation services with supply. They are also the foundation of
providing more flexible and efficient allocation of assets and
forming dynamic schedules.
Delays
Delays are very important in reducing consumer satisfaction
(as pointed out in D5.3.1) but also as indicator of problems
and deficiencies in planning and implementation of transport
network.
GPS live positioning Live positioning information on vehicles (busses and other
means of transportation) is vital for providing quality service
and also map consumer behavior to availability of offered
services.
Ingestion of different sources and analyzing the data can be split into several steps,
as shown on Figure 1. Integration of multiple data sources (which normally deliver
inputs with disparate frequencies) is handled first. By abstracting this initial (pre)processing, we are able not only to support series with different frequencies, but also different communication protocols. Therefore, this step is crucial in putting together legacy systems and data producers managed by separate legal entities. Having a separate
data ingest layer also helps in simulating some inputs that are not yet available or developed.

Fig. 1. Data processing and analytics.

Pipeline and flows are central to our way of consumer behavior analysis and monitoring. Representing a sequence of tasks (pre-processing, analytical and data persistence ones), they are capable of wrapping up different algorithms and methods. By
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sticking to the idea of flow, that takes predefined inputs, processes them (which could
involve multiple steps of different complexity) and stores and/or presents the results,
we are able to create building blocks for consumer behavior modelling and link these
blocks in very creative ways. This approach can provide the much-needed flexibility
and improve sustainability of suggested solutions, as we are always able to modify or
adapt some part of them, without rebuilding the complete system. In addition, the ability
to immediately present the results is very important for maintaining real-time notifications and “live” view on consumer behavior.
The last part represents the graphical front-end of the system. It is responsible for
providing consumer behavior analysis in a readable and convenient way. To highlight
the dynamic nature of the built system we have implemented this component as usercontrolled and user-configurable dashboard solution. This provides for interactive output and customization based on specific end-user needs.
2.6

Implementation details

Implementation of consumer behavior relies on software packages that fulfill the
following generic requirements:
 open source and no licensing spending required for use;
 support by major cloud providers and easy scalability;
 integration with common scripting languages and in particular with R and
Python;
 support for common authentication methods and state-of-the-art security
mechanisms;
 support for machine learning and AI algorithms.
Figure 2 provides an overview of common packages used to implement different
stages of our passenger behavior analysis. There are multiple variants and alternatives
to selected software, but we have decided to bet on proven and easy-to-use options.

Fig. 2. Software packages used to support analysis.
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Table 4 contains a list of selected packages, followed by a short description. Only
specialized packages are listed, where common applications (like spreadsheets or survey automation packages) are not explicitly described.
Table 4. Software packages selected for implementation.

Selected solution
Apache NiFi ( [29])
InfluxDB Telegraf ( [30])

Apache AirFlow ( [31])
InfluxDB ( [30])
File system
Apache Spark MLib ( [32])
Custom Python scripts
Grafana ( [33])

2.7

Description
Ingestion stage
Data routing and transformation in NiFi is especially valuable for integrating legacy systems and
various inputs.
Used to collect data and metrics from different devices, which do not need special handling and preprocessing.
Pipeline / Flows
Used to orchestrate different tasks and worker
threads of the analysis.
Storage
Used to store time series data and do simple calculations over it.
Used to store configuration and binary objects.
Analytics
Used to provide reference machine learning algorithms.
Used to customize and automate tasks, that cannot
be easily handled by other software packages.
Presentation
Used to create interactive dashboards that present
study findings as well as any real-time outputs.

Preliminary results

Due to the fact that collecting sufficient number of observations requires a significant amount of time, our initial tests were conducted with a lot of simulated inputs,
aiming mostly at confirming that implementation can meet flexibility and sustainability
expectations. Our preliminary results of the system agility can be summarized as follows:
 Thanks to the multi-stage processing and separation of different steps, the
overall load can be split up and a lot of different device inputs (vehicles, selling points, satisfaction check points) can be processed without noticeable delay. In our simulated tests, up to 250 devices sending information at intervals
of 1 to 10 seconds were checked, without resulting in significant system load.
 Use of configurable processing blocks can improve a lot system flexibility and
facilitate use of dashboards that present the output.
 Parallel processing and use of orchestration frameworks can help in maintaining sequence of different actions and trigger processing of inputs, only when
it is necessary.
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Conclusion
Consumer behavior analysis is extremely important in providing adequate, economically sustainable and efficient transportation services. Due to its significance for
local community and important social aspects, municipal transportation system offers
some special and unique products. In this report we have highlighted approaches and
algorithms that can be used to collect information, study consumer behavior, process it
in appropriate way and provide outputs that can support various stages of the municipal
authorities decision-making processes.
Considering the goals and stages of the INNOAIR project, our suggestions can
help greatly in planning green transportation and adapting it to meet in full consumer
needs. There are several important characteristics of consumer behavior analysis presented in the report:
 First of all, it is considered as a continuous process that should provide updates
with various frequency – starting from real-time monitoring of behavior to
conducting periodic in-depth surveys of attitude toward public transportation
system.
 Consumer behavior can be studied from different points of view, but to gain
full insight on what drives people in choosing different transportation options,
we need to combine data inputs from various sources and of various types.
 Machine learning algorithms can support the analysis, but only when properly
combined with expert knowledge. This is particularly important for representing the outputs in a way that can be beneficial to people with different level of
knowledge in technical details.
 Flexibility and adaptability are important characteristics in the scenarios regarding modes and services. In this way, the transport system will adjust to
peoples’ needs and to the way in which the urban environment is constantly
changing in order to meet the needs and expectations of people.
We suggest a new, flexible and versatile software system, that relies exclusively
on open source components and is capable of processing large amounts of information
related to consumer satisfaction. This approach can provide a solid foundation for intime feed of both technical and management information that improves operation of
existing transportation networks and facilitates new approaches like those at the hearth
of INNOAIR project.
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